Abstract. Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) is to determine the relationship between predicates and their arguments in a sentence. Nowadays the most widely used semantic corpus for the SRL is Proposition Bank (PropBank) which is semantically annotated over the predicate and argument structure. But the Korean version of the PropBank could not be widely used because the corpus has a size limit. To solve the problem, we use another semantic tagged corpus, built by Sejong Plan, which is nation-wide Korean corpus construction project. In this paper, we propose a method for automatically converting the roles between PropBank and Sejong Corpus, which has different semantic roles, to expand the size of annotated corpus. In the experiment, we convert 491 arguments automatically and about 78% of them show the agreement with manually annotated arguments.
Introduction
Semantic Role Labeling is a process that determines the relationship between the meanings of predicate-arguments in sentences [1] . A large number of corpora that are tagged with semantic roles are necessary for Semantic Role Labeling [2] . In Korean, many studies use various tagged corpus with roles defined by Sejong Plan [3] [4] . But the world-wide most commonly used corpus is the Proposition Bank (hereafter termed "PropBank") [5] .
However, Korean PropBank version has much fewer learning materials than the corpus of English. To solve this problem, we use the tagged Sejong corpus (to be termed "Sejong"), defined in the Sejong Plan, which specializes in Korean [6] . For this, a new method is necessary to automatically convert the new sense-tagged corpus to the existing sense-tagged corpus.
To achieve this, a method to automatically convert the Sejong semantic roles to the Korean PropBank semantic roles is presented in [7] . For the automatic conversion, 1 He is a corresponding author sense similarity estimation between argument words is calculated. The method selects the semantic role that has the most similar words to the given argument word among the various candidate semantic roles. This method has a problem. This method has limitations that do not reflect the characteristics of the hierarchy of words.
In this study, we use the characteristics of the hierarchical structure of words when measuring similarity between two words. We compute the degree of similarity by weighting inversely proportional to the depth of the hierarchy. In addition to these calculations, the automatic conversion method reflects the Josa and the predicates, and finally finds the appropriate conversion result.
Interrelationship between the PropBank and Sejong Semantic Roles
The sense tagged corpus constructed in [8] was tagged with the PropBank semantic roles and the Sejong semantic roles. When the Sejong candidate semantic role is 1:1, like ARG0, ARG1, and M-CAU, the semantic role is determined immediately, but there is ambiguity when the candidate semantic role is plural as in ARG2, M-ADV, and M-CND. To solve this ambiguity, Similarity Estimation is calculated using the weight of the level of noun class of the argument of each semantic role. Figure 1 shows the process of automatic conversion of the semantic role from the PropBank to Sejong. Sentences are divided into argument and predicate. The semantic role is converted by calculating the similarity between the argument that has a semantic role, which is subject to conversion, and the other argument, which has the conversion candidate semantic role. However, the accuracy of this method is low as it only compares the similarity of the argument itself, but does not consider the contents in their context. Nor does it apply noun hierarchical information. When the argument is used as a subject or object, semantic role conversion is simple as the PropBank semantic role and Sejong semantic role have 1:1 mapping; however, there is a different semantic role according to the Josa and predicate in the case of adverbial Josa. As a result, to calculate the similarity between the semantic role that is subject to conversion and the candidate semantic role, a weight should be assigned to each level by reflecting the noun hierarchical structure information for the argument. Furthermore, accurate semantic role conversion can be conducted using the predicate of the argument and the semantic role combination table of Josa.
Test
This study uses the syntactic tagged corpus prepared by the ETRI as the sentence data to investigate the relationship to the predicate-argument. We showed 78% of agreement between manual tagging and automatic conversion after experiment with 100 ETRI sentences.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an automatic conversion of semantic roles from PropBank to Sejong corpus to recover the problem caused from original manual annotation work. We also build probability relation tables of Josas and predicates to decide accurate semantic roles. To convert PropBank semantic roles to Sejong semantic roles, firstly we should calculate the similarity between semantic roles to be converted and the candidate semantic roles by using hierarchical structure with weights of its level. Then we decide the final semantic role by using the josa and predicate tables. For the experiment, we compared manually annotated roles and automatically converted roles. About 78% of roles are correctly converted when 100 test data are used. For the future, we have a plan to develop a methodology to automatically annotate the PropBank semantic role and Sejong semantic role. And besides nouns, josas, and their predicates, other constituents of the sentence will be utilized for the more accurate semantic role labeling system.
